Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is a tantalizing material for solid-state quantum engineering. Analogously to three-dimensional wide-bandgap semiconductors like diamond, h-BN hosts isolated defects exhibiting visible fluorescence, and the ability to position such quantum emitters within a two-dimensional material promises breakthrough advances in quantum sensing, photonics, and other quantum technologies. Critical to such applications, however, is an understanding of the physics underlying h-BN's quantum emission. We report the creation and characterization of visible single-photon sources in suspended, single-crystal, h-BN films. The emitters are bright and stable over timescales of several months in ambient conditions. With substrate interactions eliminated, we study the spectral, temporal, and spatial characteristics of the defects' optical emission, which offer several clues about their electronic and chemical structure. Analysis of the defects' spectra reveals similarities in vibronic coupling despite widely-varying fluorescence wavelengths, and a statistical analysis of their polarized emission patterns indicates a correlation between the optical dipole orientations of some defects and the primitive crystallographic axes of the single-crystal h-BN film. These measurements constrain possible defect models, and, moreover, suggest that several classes of emitters can exist simultaneously in free-standing h-BN, whether they be different defects, different charge states of the same defect, or the result of strong local perturbations.
Defect engineering in solid-state materials is a rapidly progressing field with applications in quantum information science [1, 2] , nanophotonics [3] , and nanoscale sensing in biology and chemistry [4] . Inspired by the success of the archetypal nitrogen-vacancy center in diamond [5] , recent efforts have uncovered analogous systems in other wide-bandgap semiconductors such as silicon carbide [6, 7] which offer exciting new opportunities for defect engineering in three-dimensional materials. However, optically active impurities in low-dimensional materials and thin films can provide unique functionalities due to intrinsic spatial confinement and the ability to create multi-functional layered materials [8, 9] . Within the class of van der Waals materials, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) is an ideal candidate for exploring new defect physics due to its large (∼6 eV) bandgap [10] and its unique optical [11] , electrical [12, 13] , and vibronic properties [14] that may influence the underlying physics of its defects. At present, however, progress is impeded by an incomplete understanding of the electronic and chemical structure of defects responsible for h-BN's visible fluorescence.
Here, we describe the creation and observation of single-photon sources in suspended, single-crystal h-BN membranes. Marked differences between the photoluminescence (PL) response of regions freely suspended or supported on Si/SiO 2 substrates point to strong substrate-dependent effects in the defects' formation and optical properties. Individual emitters within the same single-crystal flake of suspended h-BN display a range of distinctly different PL spectra, polarization properties, brightness, and photon emission statistics. Furthermore, the absorptive and emissive dipoles show a weak statistical alignment with h-BN's crystallographic basis vectors. Together, these measurements support the presence of multiple defect species within h-BN, clarifying conflicting earlier reports and providing a framework for further theoretical and experimental investigations of their properties.
Due to h-BN's crucial role as a two-dimensional (2D) dielectric constituent in layered materials, its defects have received a surge of attention in recent years. Scanning-tunneling microscopy of graphene/h-BN heterostructures revealed charged impurities attributed to native defects in h-BN possibly involving carbon [15] . Carbon impurities have also been implicated in ultraviolet photoluminescence [16] and cathodoluminescence [17] from h-BN, even at the single-defect level [18] . Recently, single-photon sources at visible wavelengths have been reported from supported monolayer, multilayer, and bulk h-BN [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , but existing observations and interpretations vary widely in terms of basic emitter properties (e.g., optical lifetime, spectral line shape, brightness) and proposed physical models. By focusing on regions of suspended h-BN, we eliminate substrate interactions that are observed to play an important role in the material's visible emission characteristics. Additionally, our characterization of multiple defects within a single-crystal film offers new insight into the electronic properties and likely chemical structures of this new class of quantum emitters.
Single-crystal h-BN is mechanically exfoliated [24] onto patterned Si substrates capped with a 90 nm layer of thermal oxide chosen for optimal contrast in bright-field optical microscopy [25] . Holes are created in the sup- port wafer by optical lithography followed by dry etching. The process results in three distinct regions of the patterned substrate: Si/SiO 2 , free-standing SiO 2 , and etched holes several microns wide and ∼5 µm deep. Exfoliated h-BN flakes are typically ∼1000 µm 2 in area and extend over all three regions. We confirm that the exfoliated h-BN maintains the single-crystallinity of its parent crystal [26] using EBSD, which additionally determines the in-plane crystallographic orientation of exfoliated flakes. Film thickness is determined using atomic force microscopy; the flake studied here is 150 nm thick in the vicinity of the suspended region. Raman spectroscopy confirms that this flake exhibits bulk behavior, as expected for a membrane containing several hundred atomic layers [27] . Exfoliated samples are annealed in an argon atmosphere, followed by an O 2 plasma treatment, electron bombardment via a scanning electron microscope, and an additional argon anneal. A home-built confocal scanning fluorescence microscope is used to acquire PL images, spectra, and photon emission statistics, where the collected PL is directed either to a pair of silicon single-photon avalanche diodes or a spectrometer. Additional details can be found in the Supplementary Materials [28] . Fig. 1 shows an exfoliated, single-crystal h-BN flake under various imaging modalities. Bright-field optical microscopy ( Fig. 1a) shows the holes etched into the substrate beneath the flake, and scanning electron microscope (SEM) images (Fig. 1b) confirm that the flake suspends the holes. Spatial PL images (Fig. 1c-d ) taken with 532 nm excitation exhibit strong PL from the supported h-BN as compared to both the suspended regions and bare Si/SiO 2 substrate. A higher-resolution image (Fig. 1d ) of the partially covered hole denoted in Fig. 1c reveals bright spots within the free-standing h-BN membrane that we characterize as single-and few-photon emitters. No isolated single emitters were observed in the suspended regions prior to electron beam exposure and successive Ar anneal [28] , although the supported regions of the flake always displayed some PL. Other suspended regions on the same flake do not show evidence of defect PL despite undergoing the same treatment.
We find a significant difference between the brightness of supported versus suspended regions, where the supported region is typically ∼5-10 times brighter than the suspended region. This difference in brightness appears to imply substrate-dependent defect formation, with a higher defect density observed on supported regions, but the apparent brightness of individual emitters seems to depend on the substrate as well. The brightest emitters in the suspended region approach the average brightness of those on the supported region, while the vast majority of suspended emitters are dimmer than their supported counterparts (see Figs. S6-S7 [28] ). Additionally, the PL intensity from supported h-BN varies as a function of the substrate conditions, with the brightest regions occurring where h-BN overlays a released SiO 2 membrane at the edge of a hole, rather than the full Si/SiO 2 heterostructure. These puzzling effects are visible in Fig. 1c and much more apparent in Fig. S6 . Optical interference effects might play a role, but substrate-induced brightening of individual emitters is still surprising, since substrate interactions are generally supposed to quench rather than enhance defect PL.
The PL characteristics for four single-photon sources in the freely suspended h-BN membrane are summarized in Fig. 2 . Single-photon emission is established by the presence of an antibunching dip near zero delay in the photon autocorrelation function, g (2) (t), that drops below the threshold indicated by a dotted line in each panel of the second column in Fig. 2 [28] . The room-temperature emission spectra of single defects (leftmost column of Fig. 2 ) exhibit striking differences both in shape and spectral weight, with features extending between 550-700 nm (1.77-2.25 eV). Some spectra, such as for SE1 and SE2, include a clear zero-phonon line (ZPL) and phonon sideband (PSB) and are similar in shape to those reported from experiments with supported h-BN samples [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Other spectra, such as for SE3 and SE4, display spectral features distinct from what has been thus far reported. The emission of SE4, in particular, is characterized by a much broader spectral distribution than for SE1 and SE2, with a comparatively high-energy ZPL that appears to be outside our detection bandwidth. Measure- ments of a fifth single emitter (SE5) in the suspended h-BN region with broadly similar characteristics to SE1 and SE2 are provided in the Supplementary Materials [28] .
For the emitters whose PL spectra exhibit a clearly discernible ZPL (SE1, SE2, and SE5), we model the emission spectra using the well-established theory for electron-phonon coupling of defects in solids [28] [29] [30] . Fig. 3a presents a fit of this model to the emission lineshape of SE1, which is derived from the corresponding spectrum in Fig. 2 by the spectral density to energy units and accounting for the E 3 dependence of spontaneous emission, where E is the photon energy. From the fit we extract the ZPL energy, E ZPL , the full width at half maximum of the Lorentzian ZPL lineshape, Γ ZPL , and the Huang-Rhys factor, S HR , for each defect. The bestfit values for these parameters are presented along with other data in Table I . The fit also returns the functional form of the n-phonon contributions to the PSB, I n (∆E). For example, I 1 (∆E) is the probability distribution function describing the change in lattice vibrational energy, ∆E, due to the emission (∆E > 0) or absorption (∆E < 0) of one phonon during optical relaxation. The best-fit distributions I 1 (∆E) for SE1, SE2, and SE5 are plotted in Figs. 3b-d , respectively.
While we caution that the theory and fitting procedure relies on several approximations, we can draw useful information from qualitative comparisons of the results. In particular, S HR quantifies the strength of electron-phonon interactions for a given defect and I 1 (E) highlights the energies of dominant phonon modes. Interestingly, despite ZPL energies differing by over 100 meV, SE1 and SE2 exhibit similar Huang-Rhys factors (S HR ∼ 1) and PSB structure, with clear peaks around ∆E = 30, 75, and 175 meV, albeit with differences between 100-150 meV. In contrast, SE5 exhibits a larger S HR and qualitatively different PSB. All emitters have room-temperature ZPL linewidths ∼ 30 meV, several times larger than comparable observations from diamond nitrogen-vacancy centers [31, 32] .
In the case of SE3 and SE4, fits are poorly constrained since E ZPL cannot be identified unambiguously, although the broad spectrum of SE4 suggests a much larger value for S HR . SE3 was observed to blink during measurements, and we believe the two peaks visible in its spectrum around 568 nm and 595 nm in Fig. 2 may represent the distinct ZPLs of two configurations of the same defect. If that is the case, the individual spectral configurations seem broadly similar to SE1 and SE2. Further details of the spectral analysis can be found in the Sup- plementary Materials [28] .
A defect's photon emission statistics can also provide insight into the number and relaxation lifetimes of individual electronic levels involved in its optical cycle. The central columns of Fig. 2 show g (2) (τ ) for each emitter over both short (|τ | < 30 ns) and long (|τ | < 1 µs) timescales. Significant bunching (g (2) (t) > 1) is observed for some emitters at intermediate delay times, indicating the participation of at least three electronic levels with different lifetimes [33] . We adopt a fitting function that accounts for three levels as well as experimental nonidealities that lift the observed g 2 (0) slightly above zero:
where t is the delay time, a is the photon bunching amplitude, τ 1 and τ 2 correspond to the lifetimes of excited states within the electronic structure of the defect at the effective pump rate determined by the excitation laser, and ρ < 1 accounts for a Poissonian background [28, 34] . The criterion to identify single emitters is g
, as denoted by the dotted line in the second column of Fig. 2 . That criterion is independent of any background, and is satisfied by at least 6 standard deviations for SE1-SE5. Best-fit values for τ 1 and τ 2 are given in Table I . The short lifetimes (τ 1 ) vary from ∼ 1 ns (SE4) to several nanoseconds (SE1 and SE2) and appear to roughly correlate with differences in the spectral shapes. The variation of long lifetimes (τ 2 ) is probably influenced by a dependence on the excitation rate, but the obvious presence of metastable states with lifetimes approaching 1 µs indicates a potential role for spin physics and intersystem crossings in the defects' optical dynamics.
All five single emitters display polarization dependence for both the excitation absorption (black points) and emission (colored triangles), as shown in the rightmost column of Fig. 2 . Solid curves indicate normalized fits using the function I dip (θ) = b + A cos 2 θ, where θ corresponds to either the excitation or emission polarization angle, b is the offset, and A is the amplitude. For SE2, the excitation polarization dependence differs dramatically from the usual emission pattern expected for a single dipole. Instead, it exhibits relatively little polarization contrast except in a narrow range of angles where the emission is essentially extinguished. The dotted line for the excitation polarization dependence of SE2 in Fig. 2 is not a fit. Rather, it serves as a guide to the eye emphasizing this unusual behavior. SE5 exhibits similar features [28] .
The angle between the excitation and emission dipoles, ∆θ, as determined by fits to I dip (θ), is listed in Table I along with the excitation visibility, V exc = A/(2b + A). While the excitation visibilities range widely from 20% to over 80%, the polarization visibility in emission appears to be ideal for all five single emitters, within the resolution and bandwidth of our measurements [28] . Unity visibility suggests that emission occurs via a single in-plane electric dipole transition. However, all emitters exhibit severely misaligned excitation and emission angles, with ∆θ ranging from 30
• to nearly 90
• . The variations in excitation visibility and strong misalignment between absorptive and emissive dipoles could have multiple explanations. Reorientation between different atomic configurations is possible, particularly for flexible molecular structures with multiple conformations, although it seems less likely for point defects com- ‡ θexc determined using the minimum measured intensity (θexc = θ min + 90 • ). § Vexc determined using the maximum and minimum measured intensities.
posed of a few atoms in crystalline host to exhibit large dipole orientation shifts due to atomic reconfiguration. On the other hand, if a dipole possesses a significant out-of-plane component, relatively small deviations could produce large apparent angular shifts in the in-plane projections we measure in this study. The presence of such canted dipoles might also explain the large variation in brightness we observe between emitters. If any such atomic reconfigurations occur, however, they must be highly reproducible in order to explain the stable, highvisibility, polarized emission from all defects we have observed.
Alternatively, the presence of multiple excited states with different symmetries can mean that absorption probes a transition associated with the higher-lying state, while emission occurs only from the lower-energy state at a different polarization [35] . This occurs, for example, in the case of the diamond silicon-vacancy center [36] . Multiple electronic levels are also indicated by the bunching observed in photon autocorrelation measurements, discussed above, suggesting these defects exhibit a relatively complex level structure. For all confirmed single emitters, we observe that the full defect spectrum varies uniformly with excitation polarization. However, since the emission polarization dependence is measured only for a relatively narrow PL band (λ P L ∈ [600 nm, 650 nm]), it may not capture energy-dependent variations in the PL polarization. Future photoluminescence excitation (PLE) measurements as a function of excitation and emission energy are needed to clarify this issue.
While only five spots in the present suspended film were sufficiently isolated and bright to confirm as single emitters via autocorrelation measurements, all spots for which g (2) (t) was recorded show evidence of antibunching. The polarization and spectral signatures of other features in Fig. 1d also suggest that most spots are single emitters. Fig. 4a is a composite image created from multiple spatial PL maps of a region of the suspended flake, recorded at various linear excitation polarizations between 0
• and 180
• . The individual images are color filtered and summed such that the resulting color, value, and saturation correspond to excitation dipole orientation, visibility, and PL brightness, respectively [37] . Such images are helpful in identifying candidate single emitters based on their visibility and brightness.
To quantify the polarization measurements in Fig. 4a , we fit each PL image to a set of 2D Gaussian peaks to extract the amplitude of each identifiable spot, and then fit each spot's intensity variation to the dipole formula I dip (θ). The best-fit visibility, peak brightness, and excitation dipole angle for 19 isolated spots in Fig. 4a are plotted in Fig. 4b-d , and the excitation dipole angles are superimposed as arrows in Fig. 4a . SE1, SE3, and SE5 do not appear in Fig. 4a , but separate measurements of visibility and dipole orientation are included in Fig. 4b and 4d (the brightness is not comparable since these measurements were acquired under different illumination conditions). Figs. 4b-c highlight the significant variation in both the visibility and brightness of emitters in free-standing h-BN. Notably, this variation extends to the confirmed single-photon emitters (red bars) as well.
All emitters in Fig. 4 originate from the same suspended flake of single-crystal h-BN, which presents an opportunity to look for correlations between the observed dipole orientations and the host's crystallographic axes. Such alignments are generally expected for simple native defects (e.g., vacancies, substitutional atoms, and their binary complexes) based on symmetry considerations. The in-plane orientation of the flake's crystallographic axes, determined using electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) [28] , are plotted in Fig. 4a . The vectors {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 } are parallel to the equivalent 1120 hexagonal lattice vectors, corresponding to bonds connecting in-plane B and N atoms in h-BN. By symmetry, undistorted mono-or di-atomic defects can give rise to electric dipole matrix elements parallel or perpendicular to these crystallographic axes. Furthermore, the typical AA stacking of multilayer h-BN [38] entails a 60
• rotation between alternate layers. This means that the allowed orientations for in-plane dipoles of simple defects in single-crystal h-BN should be spaced at 30
• increments. Those possible orientations are indicated in Fig. 4d by dashed and dotted lines.
A cursory examination of the data does not reveal any obvious correlation between the observed dipole angles and primitive crystallographic vectors. Rather, the dipoles appear to be nearly uniformly distributed at random angles. Nonetheless, statistical analysis does provide tentative evidence for dipole-lattice alignment, at least for a subset of the observations. The inset to Fig. 4d plots the p-value test statistic corresponding to a latticelocking model in which each dipole is assumed to align along or orthogonal to the nearest allowed lattice vector (spaced with a 30
• period), as a function of the crystal rotation angle, θ. In calculating the χ 2 fit statistic, we retain the excitation and emission dipoles of all confirmed single emitters, but exclude five out of the fifteen observations from unconfirmed spots (chosen independently for each crystal orientation), on the basis that they could be overlapping defects [28] . The p-value calculated from χ 2 is interpreted as the probability that the data could represent a random sample of observations derived from the model. The fact that the p-value exceeds the conventional threshold of 0.05 for some alignment angles indicates that we cannot statistically exclude lattice locking based on these observations. Moreover, the close agreement between the best-fit angle, θ Fit = (9.5 +2.6 −1.0 )
• , and the EBSD-determined orientation, θ EBSD = (7±4)
• , suggests that lattice locking might indeed play a role, i.e., the observed alignment of some dipoles to the crystal axes might not be coincidental.
This statistical analysis includes the polarization dependence of all five confirmed single emitters. However, their disparate spectral and temporal characteristics (Fig. 2) suggest that h-BN hosts single-photon sources with several different defect structures. The varied dipole orientations and (mis)alignment with the underlying lattice (Fig. 4d) further supports this idea. For example, SE4 and SE5 have well-defined emission dipoles that are clearly not aligned with the crystallographic axes, which might indicate structural deformations or more complex chemistries for these defects. Finally, we observe that Fig. 4a hints at possible correlations between dipole orientation and defect position on the suspended h-BN membrane. Emitters near the edge of the membrane (dashed line in Fig. 4a ) appear to have similar excitation dipole orientations and are generally different from emitters elsewhere in the region. These effects might be influenced by strain variations across the suspended sample, something that would play an even larger role as the h-BN thickness decreases towards the 2D limit. Future studies regarding the orientation statistics of similar defects, ideally classified by their spectral and temporal emission properties, will help ascertain the nature of dipole-lattice coupling.
This work indicates that h-BN offers a rich assortment of single-photon sources whose physics can be explored and harnessed. New insights regarding their optical properties, dipole-lattice coupling, and the importance of substrate interactions resolve some outstanding questions and motivate further study of this fascinating new class of quantum emitters. As a key building block in functional van der Waals materials, the availability of stable, highly localized, optically addressable electronic states in h-BN offers exciting new opportunities for quantum science and engineering, where the integration of single-photon sources in 2D materials can enable new and unique functionalities. Fig. S1 shows the general layout of the scanning confocal fluorescence microscope. We use a 0.9 NA objective (Olympus) and 532 nm continuous (CW) excitation with ∼ 150 µW at the sample. The optics shown are used for all PL imaging, autocorrelation, and PL spectra, with the exception of the polarizer in the collection line, which is only in place for emission polarization dependence measurements. Two single-photon counters are used for PL imaging and autocorrelation measurements: Excelitas (SPCM-AQRH-14-FC) and MPD (PDM-R) detectors. Photon autocorrelation measurements are performed using a Hanbury Brown-Twiss setup with a PicoQuant HydraHarp time correlated single-photon counting module. PL spectra are obtained using a Princeton Instruments IsoPlane 160 spectrometer and PIXIS 100 CCD with a spectral resolution of 0.7 nm and are corrected to account for the wavelength-dependent collection efficiency of the confocal fluorescence setup.
Excitation polarization dependence is measured by rotating the linear polarization of the excitation laser using a half waveplate. The PL is not polarization-selected; all emitted PL (λ P L > 550 nm), regardless of polarization, is collected. For the emission polarization measurements, the excitation polarization is fixed (typically at the angle which maximizes the collected PL for the defect in question) and a linear polarizer is placed in front of the detector and rotated to the desired emission polarization angles. Polarized emission with wavelengths between 600 nm and 650 nm is measured. Both the excitation and collection lines are corrected to account for the birefringence of the dichroic mirror and other optics in the microscope.
SAMPLE PROCESSING AND DEFECT CREATION
single-crystal h-BN purchased from HQ Graphene was exfoliated [1] onto patterned 90 nm-thick thermal SiO 2 on Si (Fig. S2) . The SiO 2 thickness has been chosen to optimize optical contrast when imaging h-BN flakes with white light [2] . To create suspended regions of h-BN, the SiO 2 /Si support substrates have been patterned using contact photolithography and etched ∼ 5µm using a fluorine-based reactive ion etch. Patterned substrates have three distinct regions: etched holes, free-standing SiO 2 (caused by under-cutting during the dry etching process), and SiO 2 /Si regions, as denoted in the SEM image in Fig. S2b .
Following exfoliation, samples are annealed in Ar at 850
• for 30 minutes and then undergo an O 2 plasma clean. Electron bombardment is accomplished via scanning electron microscope (SEM) imaging at 3 keV with an FEI Strata DB235 FIB SEM, after which the samples are again annealed in Ar at 850
• for 30 minutes.
SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION
Fig . S3 shows the Raman spectrum from the suspended h-BN flake shown in Fig. 1 . The peak is at 1365 cm −1 , indicative of the bulk limit. Fig. S4 shows an atomic force microscopy (AFM) image of the exfoliated h-BN flake for which single-photon emission is observed. AFM is performed on a supported part of the exfoliated flake (dotted box in Fig. S4a and inset white light optical image) and measures 150 nm in height (Fig. S4b) .
Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) is used to verify single-crystallinity and the lattice orientation of the exfoliated h-BN flake and is performed with an FEI Quanta 600 environmental SEM at 15 keV. The EBSD map combines two measurement metrics: image quality, a measure of the signal to noise of the diffraction pattern (shown in greyscale), and orientation (denoted by color), whose definitions are shown in the inverse pole figure at the top right of Fig. S5a . The EBSD map in Fig. S5a confirms that the exfoliated h-BN flake is oriented with the hexagonal plane parallel to the substrate. Fits to the diffraction patterns at each point (Fig. S5b) determine the in-plane crystallographic orientation.
Fig . S5c shows the 1100 pole figure for the map in Fig. S5a , where dense concentrations of points denote the orientation of 1100 (normal to the {1100} plane and a 3 ) with the sample orientation (A1 and A2). Because of the AA stacking in h-BN, we expect 60
• symmetry, which is reflected in the 60
• difference between groupings of points in Fig. S5c . In-plane orientation of the h-BN was confirmed to be constant across the sample by verifying • to normal) of the patterned Si/SiO2 substrate indicating the three distinct regions onto which the h-BN is exfoliated. the in-plane orientation at multiple random (high image quality) positions across the sample. Points which do not fall into the clusters on the edge of the pole figure in Fig. S5c correspond to data taken off the h-BN or over the suspended regions (where the image quality is low). These measurements show that the h-BN flake is single-crystalline over the full supported region, and we infer that the same holds for the suspended regions as well, even though the image quality is too poor over the suspended regions to obtain a good fit to the diffraction pattern. The h-BN lattice vector orientation shown on the EBSD map in Fig. S5a reflects the orientation of the in-plane hexagonal lattice as determined from Fig. S5c . Fig. S6 shows brightness differences in the PL intensity from a separate h-BN flake. Regions are visible in the images where the flake is (i) supported by the Si/SiO 2 substrate, (ii) supported by free-standing SiO 2 , (iii) suspended and partially covering a hole, and (iv) fully suspended over an etched hole. As in Fig. 1 of the main text, the brightest PL can be seen from h-BN on free-standing SiO 2 on the edge of an etched hole when the h-BN fully covers the hole. Interestingly, h-BN which only partially covers a hole does not show the bright PL behavior over free-standing SiO 2 , as evidenced by the top left hole as well as the "U" and the "7". Furthermore, h-BN which fully suspends a hole appears to emit no PL, while h-BN which is only partially suspended or supported does show some emission. Note that the free-standing SiO 2 around the small hole in the center of the region shown in Fig.  S6 appears to intersect a fold or crack in the h-BN, as can be seen in the optical image in Fig. S6b . No PL is observed from the hole itself, over which h-BN fully suspends, but we do not observe the brightening on the Fig. S3 . Raman spectrum of suspended h-BN (from Fig. 1 in the main text) . free-standing SiO 2 which we see elsewhere, perhaps as a result of the fold or crack.
SUBSTRATE INTERACTIONS
The origin of these substrate-dependent brightness effects is not clear, but the differences suggest that interactions between the substrate and h-BN play a role in both formation and emission of visible PL. The thin thermal oxide layer could cause constructive/destructive interference depending on the layering and hence could influence the efficiency of absorption or emission [3] . The substrate might also act as a source of impurities during annealing or irradiation, e.g., due to outgassing of oxygen by SiO 2 . Additionally, because the etched holes only penetrate ∼ 5 µm into the underlying Si substrate, h-BN which fully covers holes may trap air which could supply both impurities and stress during annealing, compared to partially covered holes from which the air can escape.
We consistently observe brighter emitters from supported h-BN when compared with suspended regions, as shown in Fig. S7 , where emission from individual spots on supported h-BN (Si/SiO 2 ) is much brighter than from the neighboring suspended regions. Both supported and suspended regions show many strongly excitation polarization dependent features, as evidenced by the many different colors in the polarization-resolved PL image (Fig.  S7b) and both regions appear to have emitters which span a wide range of brightnesses (as is confirmed on a suspended region in Fig. 3c in the main text) . On average however, the contrast in brightness between supported and suspended h-BN is clear. This observation of brighter PL from supported h-BN is somewhat counterintuitive, as one might reasonably expect the presence of the substrate to quench PL, not enhance it. Further studies as to emission characteristics on different types of substrates as well as the role of annealing and electron beam exposure are necessary to clarify these issues.
SE5 (A FIFTH SINGLE EMITTER)
In addition to the four single emitters SE1-SE4 reported in Fig. 2 of the main text, we identified a fifth single emitter in the same suspended membrane. Observations of this defect are shown in Fig. S8 . This emitter, SE5, is excluded from the main text because its identifi- cation is somewhat ambiguous. In the PL image of the defect (Fig. S8a) , two nearly overlapping spots are visible, one of which blinks over the course of the PL image collection. The PL spectrum in Fig. S8b corresponds to only one of the spots; a different spectral profile is visible when both spots are present. Identification of which spot is responsible for the autocorrelation data and PL spectrum in Fig. S8b-c is not possible as we cannot simultaneously collect spectra and autocorrelation data.
The excitation and emission polarization data in Fig.  S8d corresponds to the non-blinking spot in Fig. S8a . Note that while the emission data in Fig. S8d fits the expected I dip (θ) dependence well, the excitation data in does not. We note that the dotted line on the excitation polarization data is not a fit; it is simply a guide to the eye. In fact, this emitter displays remarkably similar excitation polarization dependence to SE2. In both cases, the excitation polarization does not behave according to the expected angular dependence, but displays a clear minimum that is nearly orthogonal to that of the emission.
EMITTER STABILITY
All single emitters presented here (SE1-5) were stable in ambient conditions over the course of several months. Some emitters (SE3 and SE4) showed no evidence of blinking, whereas others (SE1, SE2, SE3, and SE5), were observed to blink on timescales from seconds to several minutes, though they spent the majority of the time in the "on" state. The same is true for most spots in the suspended membrane. Whereas some spots exhibited pronounced blinking (e.g., the bright central spot in Fig. 4a of the main text), most were absolutely stable with reproducible characteristics under the measurement conditions used here.
The application of a picosecond-pulsed laser at the same average power and wavelength as the CW laser used for characterization caused a fundamental change in the emitter characteristics. PL spectra blueshifted and emitters were significantly more likely to be in the "off" state when blinking. Several emitters disappeared permanently after exposure with the pulsed laser.
AUTOCORRELATION ANALYSIS
The second order autocorrelation function is given by
A single-photon source is characterized by the limiting cases g 2 (0) = 0 (only one detector can observe a singlephoton at the same time) and g 2 (∞) = 1 (uncorrelated Poissonian counts). However, the presence of a Poissonian background (e.g., laser scatter or diffuse PL) results in a measured value of g 2 (0) > 0 even for a single emitter. Assuming a steady-state count rate, S, from the emitter on top of a Poissonian background, B, the measured autocorrelation function is [4] 
and the limiting cases are g 2 (0) = 1 − ρ 2 and g 2 (∞) = 1. Note that as defined, this expression does not take into account the instrument response of the single-photon counters, which can also increase the observed value of g (2) (0).
For a two-level system, the ideal autocorrelation function is where τ = 1/(Γ + W p ), Γ is the spontaneous decay rate, and W p is the effective pump rate. [5] In the limit that Γ W p , τ corresponds to the excited-state lifetime. The autocorrelation measurements taken for the single emitters presented here are performed at the same power. However, because τ is pump-power-dependent, the decay times determined through fits to the autocorrelation data may not correspond exactly to the excited-state lifetimes. Two-level fits to measured autocorrelation data are performed using the following fit function:
where t 0 is the zero delay offset and A is the uncorrelated amplitude, i.e. the steady-state number of counts as t → ∞. Normalizing the data by A gives the same limiting cases as in Equation 2. Data for which bunching is observed is fit using a threelevel model:
where τ 1 and τ 2 are the short and long decay times and a is the associated population weight. Again, the measured timescales depend on both intrinsic lifetimes of the participating electronic states together with the optical pumping rate.
The oft-quoted criterion for a single emitter in a twolevel system is g 2 (0) < 0.5, but this is insufficient proof for a system exhibiting bunching (e.g., for a three-level system), where the normalized amplitude at short delays can be > 1. In that case, the g 2 (0) threshold for a single emitter is half of the maximum bunched amplitude, which is given by the limit of Equation 5 as τ 1 → 0 and t → 0:
For a three-level system therefore, the generalized requirement is that g 2 (0) < 1 2 (1 + ρ 2 a). In the case of an autocorrelation measurement fit to a two-level function, a = 0 and the expression reduces to the usual limit of 0.5.
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DIPOLE ORIENTATION
To quantify the potential alignment of the dipole orientations with the h-BN crystal lattice, we consider a model in which excitation and emission dipoles from Fig. 4d are grouped into bins corresponding to the nearest allowed lattice vector (spaced in a 30
• period), as a function of the crystal rotation angle, θ. For each angle setting, we calculate the chi-squared fit statistic,
where O i and E i are the observed and predicted values, respectively, and σ i is the uncertainty in each observation, which includes standard errors from fits to the dipole equation and systematic uncertainties associated with polarization calibration. The p-value is calculated from the corresponding χ 2 distribution, and corresponds to the probability that the observations would be randomly drawn from a distribution described by our model. We can also perform a fit to the data, varying θ to minimize χ 2 m and returning the apparent lattice-orientation angle, assuming our hypothesis is true. Since some of the excitation dipoles measured in Fig. 4d may not correspond to single emitters, we also consider the case where the N bad worst-aligned observations (in the sense of their contribution to χ 2 m ) are removed from the sum in Equation 7. The p-value in this case is calculated assuming N − N bad − 1 degrees of freedom, where N = 25 is the total number of observations. Fig. S9a shows the best-fit angle, θ Fit , as a function of N bad . Notably, the best-fit value agrees with the independent determination of θ using EBSD, to within experimental uncertainty, for any value of N bad . The corresponding p-value for each fit is shown in Fig. S9b . Conventionally, a p-value< 0.05 rejects the null hypothesis (in this case, lattice locking). If no points are excluded from the fit, that criterion is clearly satisfied (p < 10 −7 ), so we can say with near certainty that the full set of observations does not indicate universal lattice locking. However, p rapidly rises as points are removed from the fit, passing the rejection threshold for N bad > 4. Taken alone, the results of the statistical analysis are only sufficient to show that the hypothesis of latticelocking cannot be disproved by these data. However, the fact that the analysis finds that the most likely grouping occurs at angles corresponding to the crystallographic axes determined via EBSD is compelling evidence that at least a subset of defects in suspended h-BN have dipoles which align with the lattice vectors. To test the strength of this finding, we have considered an alternate null model where randomly generated values are used in place of the data, with the uncertainties unchanged. We find that the probability of random data reproducing these results, in the sense that p >0.05 and θ fit = θ EBSD within uncertainties, is ∼20%. Hence, this analysis is only suggestive of dipole-lattice alignment in a limited sense, and does not prove it to high confidence. Further measurements, particularly of individual classes of emitter, will be needed to clarify this issue further.
FINITE TEMPERATURE PHONON SIDE BAND ANALYSIS
Measured PL spectra as a function of wavelength are corrected for the photon detection efficiency of our confocal setup (determined by observing a calibrated light source in place of the sample) and binned to obtain the spectral distribution function (S(λ)). Next, we calculate the distributions S(E) and L(E), where
accounts for | dλ dE | = hc E 2 and corresponds to the underlying spectral probability distribution function of emitting phonons with energy E and
is the spectral lineshape which accounts for the E 3 energy dependence due to spontaneous emission. Only the function L(E) can be directly compared with the predictions of the Huang-Rhys theory, developed below.
In the conversions between different spectral functions, we propagate experimental uncertainties associated with photon shot noise, background noise in the CCD detector, and long-time fluctuations observed in the spectral shape between exposures. The combined effects of applying calibration corrections for the wavelength-dependent quantum efficiency of our setup together with the lineshape conversions tend to amplify the noise at longer wavelengths. To compensate for this, we adjust the binning as a function of wavelength to yield approximately uniform uncertainty for each data point.
Following the theory developed by Maradudin [6] and applied extensively to diamond defects by Davies [7] , the predicted spectral lineshape as a function of lattice energy, E, is modeled by
where S HR is the Huang-Rhys factor, I 0 (E) is the normalized ZPL lineshape, and I P SB is the predicted PSB when the broadening of the ZPL is neglected. The convolution with I 0 (E) accounts approximately for both of these effects [7] . The PSB can be divided into contributions involving integer numbers of phonons:
where I n = I 1 ⊗I n−1 are the normalized n-phonon probability distributions. At finite temperatures, the 1-phonon distribution is defined in terms of an underlying distribution function describing the electron-phonon coupling for phonon energy E, S(E), and the Bose-Einstein phonon distribution function, n(E, T ) = 1/ e E/kT − 1 , in a piecewise fashion as I 1 (E) = A[n(E, T ) + 1]S(E) for E > 0 I 1 (E) = An(−E, T )S(−E) for E < 0,
where A is a normalization constant. S(E) is defined for energies E ∈ [0, E max ], where E max is typically the maximum phonon energy, which, in h-BN, is ∼200 meV [8] . We use a Lorentzian lineshape to model the room-temperature ZPL since weak intra-layer coupling in h-BN mean that thermal broadening effects should dominate [7] [8] [9] .
We apply the model to analyze the spectra for SE1, SE2, and SE5, for which the ZPL can be clearly identified. Fits have the following free parameters: S HR , the FWHM of the Lorentzian lineshape for the ZPL (Γ ZP L ), the ZPL energy (E ZP L ), and the phonon spectral function S(E), which is parameterized by discrete values at energies { When S(E) is completely unconstrained, strong covariances exist in the model between S HR , Γ ZP L , and the low-energy components of S(E) for E Γ ZP L . The effect of this covariance is highlighted in Fig. S10 . The chi-squared fit statistic is remarkably insensitive to large variations in the fixed value of S HR (Fig. S10a) , indicating that reasonable fits can be obtained for nearly any value S HR 1. For S HR < 1, the covariance is mainly with Γ ZPL as the fit tries unsuccessfully to match the shape of the dominant ZPL peak. Around S HR = 1, both constrained and unconstrained fits arrive at the traditional picture of a ZPL and spectrally resolved PSB. For S HR > 1, the covariance shifts to S(E), which develops large contributions at low energies that produce a "ZPL-like" peak in the PSB (Fig. S10d) that adds to the suppressed ZPL.
Even though the unconstrained model faithfully reproduces the observed emission lineshape for S HR > 1, the corresponding large weight of S(E) at low phonon ener- gies is probably an artifact of the fitting and not physical. The typical expectation for coupling to low-energy acoustic phonons in 3D semiconductors is that S(E) ∝ E. We note that it has recently been suggested that coupling to low-energy phonons can be enhanced due to piezoelectric effects in h-BN at the 2D limit [10] . Our experiments, however, concern a 150-nm-thick film composed of hundreds of atomic layers, well within the bulk 3D limit. In this regime, h-BN possesses inversion symmetry and is not piezoelectric, and as a result we expect deformation potential coupling to dominate interactions with acoustic phonons at low E energies, leading to a linear dependence for S(E).
To eliminate this covariance between S HR and S(E), we apply a constraint such that S(E) < mE for a chosen slope, m, up to a cutoff energy, E cutoff . These con-
